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ABSTRACT

In designing the core support system for a pool-type fast reactor, there are
many issues which must be considered in order to achieve an optimum and
balanced design. These issues include safety, reliability, as well as costs.
Several design options are possible to support the reactor core. Different
core support options yield different frequency ranges and responses. Seismic
resonses of a large pool-type fast reactor incorporated with different core
support designs have been investigated.

INTRODUCTION

Among the components of a reactor plant, the safety and reliability of the
reactor core is of primary concern. One of the important design requirements
for the reactor core and related structures is that the reactor must be able
to scram and remain in shutdown mode under all loading conditions. The
seismic-related core movement criteria require that seismic loadings will not
cause crushing and lifting of the fuel assemblies, and that the control rods
can be inserted within a specified amount of time. This means that there are
limitations not only on stresses levels, but also on displacements and accel-
erations.

In pool-type fast reactors, thin-walled components are generally preferred in
order to minimize thermal effects arising from high temperatures and high
temperature gradients. Thin-walled components, on the other hand, are
susceptible to loadings introduced by earthquake events. Numerous analyses
and studies have shown that pool-type fast reactors in general exhibit a
greater sensitivity to seismic events than that experienced in water reactors.

The main objective of this investigation is to study che seismic responses of
a 3500 MWt pool-type fast reactor with different core support designs. The
design of suspending the reactor core to the top through a core support
structure has teen studied in great detail by BureLbach et al. (1985). One of
the major advantages of this ccncept is that the core support structure is
independent from thy reactor vessel. It represents an attractive solution to
accommodating seismic effects un the reactor core, and also offers potential
material savings. A similar approach by hanging the reactor core to the
reactor deck has been investigated by Yamamoto et al. (1984).

*
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The bottom-supported approach provides more space available for other' in. -_- rua 1
components such as the intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs) and the pumps. In-
terferences between these components and the com support structure therefore
are of less concern. This approach, however, is found to yield high responses
to earthquake events. In the side-supported approach, the core is supported
at the side of the reactor vessel. Feasibility studies show that this
approach coula satisfy seismic requirements, and there- could also be material
savings.

DESIGN CRITERIA AND DESIGN SPECTRA

The reactor system being considered here is very similar to the one studied by
Bureibaeh et ai. (1985). Structural integrity of the entire primary system,
with different core support designs, is assessed according to Section III of
the ftSME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Additionally, the major seismic
design criteria concerning reactivity control are to (1) limit the maximum
differential vertical and horizontal movements between control rod and core
assemblies, (2) prevent lift-off of the assemblies, and (3) assure no crushing
of core assembly ducts. Since seismic responses for the design with top-
suspended core have already been reported, only the results for cases where
the core is supported either at the bottom or at the side of the reactor
vessel will be presented.

The response spectrum technique has been used in this investigation. The
input design response spectra are given in Fig. 1. These spectra show that
the horizontal components for both the operating basis earthquake (OBE) and
the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) have higher maximum spectral accelerations
and ZPAs than those of the vertical components. The vertical components, on
the other hand, have their maximum spectral accelerations extended over
broader frequencies ranges than the horizontal components.

In this conceptual design investigation, responses are based on SSE normalized
to 0.3 g and 0.2 g, respectively, for the horizontal and vertical excitations.
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Fig. 1. Horizontal and Vertical Design Response Spectra.
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SYSTEM AND MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

The reactor- assembly of a 3500 MWt pool-type l'.iot reactor ouhtaii.a the core,
the primary heat ̂ transfer system (pumps and UIXs) along with approximately
3000 tons (2.7s1u° kg) of liquid sodium. The deck together with the reactor-
vessel define the major part of the primary system boundary and are supported
at the deck-vessel interface by the support skirt. The core support structure
supports the reactor fuel, blanket, and reflector assemblies as well as the
core barrel, radial neutron shield, and the core support grid. The flow
divider or redan between the hot and cold sodium pools is also supported by
the core support structure.

For each design approach of the core support concept, different models are
used for the horizontal and vertical responses. This is mainly because the
liquid sodium within the reactor vessel responds differently to horizontal and
vertical excitations. These models, however, have the same general geometri-
cal configuration.

Figures 2 and 3 are the models for the reactor assembly with bottom and side
core support structures, respectively. In these models, harmonic shell ele-
ments have been used to simulate the support skirt, reactor vessel, core,
redan, and the deck. Others such as the pumps, IHXs, and the liquid sodium
are simulated by mass elements.

\

Fig. 2. Harmonic Element
Model for a Reactor with
Bottom-supported Core.



Fig. 3. Harmonic Element
Model for a Reactor with
Side-supported Core.

Although harmonic shell elements allow input loadings to be nonaxisymmetric, a
major drawback is that the cross sections of the model remain undeformed
during the earthquake excitations. As a result, some vibrational modes are
not included in the models using harmonic elements. Before these models die
used to generate response, results from the harmonic models for the design
with bottom-supported core are compared with those from the corresponding
quadrilateral models with the same properties and under the same conditions.
It is found that the maximum movements from the harmonic models are slightly
lower-, but maximum stresses are much higher than the results from the quad-
rilateral models. These maximum values are also found to occur in the same
general region of these models. Computational time for the harmonic model is
greatly reduced. It only takes about 10 sec CPU time to run the harmonic
model, while the quadrilateral model requires more than 5 min.

SEISMIC RESPONSES

Analytical and design considerations, including earthquake effects, for a top-
suspended core have been reported by Burelbach et al. (1985). Only the seis-
mic responses for the above reactor assembly with side- or bottom-supported
core (Figs. 2 and 3) subjecting to the SSE spectra of Fig. 1 will be presented
here.
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In the design with bottom-supported core, the bottom head of the reactor
vessel not only serves as the container of the liquid sodium but also supports
the reactor core. The bottom head, therefore, must be strengthened to main-
tain its structural integrity. In the initial modeling, the transition
knuckle of the bottom head is assigned to have a thickness of 6 in.
(15.2^ cm). Results show that stresses, displacements, and accelerations all
exceed their respective allowables. The initial models are developed using
quadrilateral elements and have the bottom head of the reactor vessel in the
form of an ellipsoid. In order to conduct parametric studies efficiently,
models with harmonic shell elements are developed. It was also observed that,
when the ellipsoidal bottom head is replaced by a conical design, there are
some improvements in the results. Conical design for the reactor vessel head
(Fig. 2) therefore is used in the subsequent investigation for the bottom-
supported option.

After an extensive parametric study on the thicknesses of various components
of the reactor assembly, it is found that the stresses and horizontal move-
ments of the design with the reactor core supported at the bottom head could
satisfy their respective design requirements. Maximum vertical acceleration,
on the other hand, remains slightly higher than the allowable, a result
similar to that reported by Ma and Seidensticker (1987).

Harmonic shell elements have also been used in the modeling of a reactor
assembly where the reactor core is suspended to the side of the reactor vessel
(Fig. 3). In this design approach, axisymmetry hardly exists. Axisymmetry is
nevertheless assumed for the side-supported design in this feasibility study.
In Fig. 3, the core is suspended at the nodal point where the redan is
supported. This choice of support location for the core is rather arbitrary
and is intended for the feasibility study only.

The concept of side-supported reactor core has also been investigated by
Imayoshi et al. (1985). They concluded, based on structural integrity of the
support, that this design concept for support of the reactor is feasible.
Their investigation includes both thermal and seismic responses. The design
response spectra they have used in their seismic study are different from
those shown in Fig. 1.

Only the case where the reactor '.esst'l has ellipsoidal bottom head as shown in
Fig. 3 has been considered for the side-supported case. Parameters assigned
to the elements in the side-supported mojois of Fig. 3 are very similar to
those used in the initial bottom-supported models with quadrilateral elements.
When the model shown in Fig. 3 is sucjected to the SSE spectra of Fig. 1,
stresses, displacements, and accelerations obtained are ail within their
respective allowables. These results not only confirm the structural integ-
rity study by Imayoshi et al. (1985), but also indicate that design criteria
on reactivity control can also be satisfied.

A slightly different case investigated for the side-supported design is to
move the location of core support closer to its center of gravity, that is, to
node 32 instead of node 30 in Fig. 3. Results show that stresses are reduced
about 10J while other responses remain about the same. In both these two
side-supported cases, high stresses are localized in rhe vicinity where the
reactor core is supported. This implies that, in the side-supported design,
large seismic safety margin can easily be achieved by locally stiffening the
region where the reactor core is supported.

CONCLUSIONS

Seismic responses for a large pool-type fast reactor with different design
approaches for supporting the reactor core have been investigated, under the
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same design response spectra and the same design criteria. Although all the
concepts considered could be designed to satisfy the seismic requirements,
each of the designs has their own characteristics.

The bottom-supported approach is capabie to offer more space within the
reactor vessel to accommodate other components such as IHXs and pumps. This
approach, on the other hand, has long load path. High rigidity is required
for the support structure and the transition knuckle in order to have
responses within their allowable limits.

High seismic safety margins could be achieved by either supporting the reactor
core to the side of the reactor vessel, or suspending the core to the top. In
both these two concepts, detailed design considerations may be needed to avoid
any potential interference between the core support system and its neighboring
structures. In the top-suspended approach, the support structure is totally
decoupled from the reactor vessel, so that the reactor vessel's only function
is to contain the primary liquid coolant.

The results presented here are based on seismic responses only. Unless other
effects such as thermal, constructibility, and in-service inspection are all
thoroughly studied, seismic responses alone are not sufficient to make a
choice among these different concepts for supporting the reactor core. The
present results, however, do indicate the feasibility of these different
concepts.
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